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80/20 Expands Offering with Flexpipe
Pipe and joint system for lean manufacturing

The 80/20 family is growing with Flexpipe Inc. joining the
lineup.This modular system empowers workers creativity to
optimize your processes. Now you can prototype and build
custom structures faster, better cheaper.

Flexpipe brings a vast selection of modular framing system
products to add to the 80/20 product offering with a focus in
lean manufacturing. These products include: coated steel
pipes, joints, roller tracks, panels, fasteners, casters, and
related tools & accessories.

READ MORE ABOUT FLEXPIPE

Cognex 795V Verifier
Advanced verification, vision, and diagnostic tools
deliver a flexible, all-in-one solution

Combining powerful vision technologies with proven verification
methods, the new Cognex In-Sight 7905V allows you to perform
inspections and grade the quality of your codes in parallel.
Previously, this has required a multi-device or customized
solution, but the In-Sight 7905V gives users the ability to automate
multiple tasks at once, right out of the box.
 
Leveraging the embedded dimensioning, optical character
recognition (OCR), and verification tools, you can simultaneously
check the placement of codes on parts, read text, verify code
quality, and produce International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) compliant reports. 

LEARN MORE ABOUT 795V VERIFIER

Dorner Automated Conveyor Systems
Enhancing pharmaceutical operations

https://www.bertelkamp.com/
https://shop.bertelkamp.com/
https://www.flexpipeinc.com/us_en/
https://youtu.be/PEulL2dpXrw
https://www.cognex.com/products/barcode-readers/barcode-verifiers/in-sight-7905v-series
https://youtu.be/f_ftgczCDtU
https://www.cognex.com/products/barcode-readers/barcode-verifiers/in-sight-7905v-series
https://www.dornerconveyors.com/blog/enhancing-pharmaceutical-operations-through-automated-conveyor-systems
https://www.optex-fa.com/products/iiot/io-link/
https://www.optex-fa.com/products/photo_sensor/


Dorner, a trusted provider of conveyor solutions,
offers a range of pharmaceutical conveyors
designed to meet the stringent government
regulations and industry standards such as the
specific requirements set forth by regulatory bodies,
such as the FDA and ISO certification.

Dorner conveyor systems provide agility and
adaptability to production, packaging, and fulfillment
operations to improve traceability, quality control,
contamination control, and cost & production efficiency.

The streamlined processes facilitated by conveyor systems enable pharmaceutical plants to
achieve higher production volumes, faster turnaround times, and improved product quality.

LEARN MORE

IO-Link Solutions
Reduce costs, shorten commissioning times,
increase productivity

FASTUS IO-Link master and hubs provide highly functional interface between IO-Link devices
(sensors, actuators, and I/O) and controllers or information systems.

The UR Series IO-Link Master is available
for various industrial ethernet protocols,
including CC-Link. With a first in the industry
mixed connection of digital Sink(NPN) and
Source(PNP) I/O devices realized in one
unit.

The UR-DS Series IO-Link Hub unit converts
1 CH of IO-Link ports in IO-Link
Master to 16-point of digital I/O and is
expandable up to 256 I/O.

Learn More About IO-Link Masters/Hubs

OPTEX FA provides a wide variety of photoelectric
sensors with built-in IO-Link interface, for applications,
detecting objects going through and arriving, detecting
transparent objects, detecting marks, detecting distance,
etc.

Photoelectric sensors and Thermometers that detect
existence of objects without contact.

Learn More About IO-Link Sensors
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